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Cobalt Eleanor Main

Emerald Eleanor Apparel

Cobalt Eleanor Earrings

Multi Eleanor Stripe

Red Eleanor Text

Blue Painter’s Palette Texture

Red Texture
Guadalupe Panel

Scaled to 28% | Actual Size is 36" x 43½"

©2021 RILEY BLAKE DESIGNS AND CRAFTY CHICA
ALL PRINTS AVAILABLE IN 100% FINE COTTON
Eleanor Linen Embroidery Panel

Scaled to 28% | Actual Size is 36" x 43½"

Note: Panel artwork will not be printed this dark. Above image is for reference only.

LN11718-PANEL
**Mexican Star** by The RBD Designers

Quilt Size 68” x 68”

**Fabric Requirements**

1 RP-11710-40 Eleanor Rolie Polie
2 Yards C120 Cloud OR C120 Riley Black Solid
1 1/2 Yards C120 Cobalt Solid
5/8 Yard C11715 Multi Stripe OR C120 Riley Black Solid (Binding)

Free Pattern will be available at: www.rileyblakedesigns.com/free-quilt-patterns

*Approximate fabric requirements are listed to aid in estimating the amount of yardage to order and are subject to change.*
C11711 Hot Pink Eleanor Apparel

C11712 Cobalt Eleanor Guadalupe
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C11710 Black Eleanor Main
Shown as Repeat 44" x 36"
C: COTTON
About the Line

“Eleanor” is dedicated to my Nana Eleanor who was a master seamstress and crafter. She always wanted to teach me to sew and I was too intimidated to even try. It wasn’t until after she passed that I realized my missed opportunity. So my husband went out and bought me a $70 sewing machine and said, “All she wanted was for you to sew.” And I have been sewing in her honor ever since! This collection is a tribute to her and the way she taught me about the beauty of women, friendship, and creativity - and the magic that happens when they all come together! Being third-gen Mexican-American, I’m constantly inspired by my heritage and to all the women who create artful treasures we have all come to know and love.

Kathy Cano-Murillo
@craftychica

PRE CUTS

Flat Fold Bundle
25 Yards

5-Inch Stacker
42 Pieces

10-Inch Stacker
42 Pieces

Fat Quarter

PRE-ORDER ONLY
ADD ANY LAMINATE WITH 100 YARDS MINIMUM

10-Yard Case Pack
Includes all designer prints & panels in the collection.
Black - 1 Yard Bundle
10 Pieces

Cobalt - 1 Yard Bundle
10 Pieces

Fuchsia - 1 Yard Bundle
9 Pieces

15-Yard Case Pack
Includes all designer prints & panels in the collection.

Available December 2021

100% FINE COTTON 43/44" WIDE • MACHINE WASH COLD • NO CHLORINE BLEACH • TUMBLE DRY LOW • REMOVE PROMPTLY

Riley Blake Designs • 9446 South 500 West, Sandy, Utah 84070
Toll Free 1.888.768.8454 • Tel 801.816.0540 • Fax 801.816.0542
www.rileyblakedesigns.com
Not intended for children's sleepwear
©2021 Riley Blake Designs and Crafty Chica
MADE IN KOREA